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The Poster will contain two major issues i.e. description of the nformation Centre Renovation
Project at Loviisa Power Plant and a presentation with material of the Sunray I Project.

The Sunray Project

The Sunray Project is a national radiation project intended for all ninth graders in the Finnish school
system. The project started two years ago. Attention has been focused on the topic of radiation. The
topic has been dealt with in connection with different subject as history, English, Swedish, French,
Finnish, mathematics, physics, chemistry, geography, health and home economics, as well as
vocational counselling.

The aim of the project is to provide extensive information on the subject of radiation and
radioactivity, to investigate benefits and disadvantages and to help pupils understand units and see
things in correct proportions.

Sunray I focused on radon, Sunray 1 on light. Sunray III will start this autumn and its main theme
will be risk perception. The programme of the Sunray HI is structured as follows:

Part One: Articles on risk provided by experts from different fields.
Part Two: A risk management game
Part Three: A special view on natural radiation.

The project is coordinated by Economic Infonnation Bureau in cooperation with the Finnish Centre
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety and two major power companies Imatran Voima and Teollisuuden
Voima. The coordinator of the Sunray III Project is Mr. Matti Lattu.

The Information Centre Renovation Project (ICRP)

The ICRP has been a two-year project which was completed for the 20th anniversary celebration of
Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant in February 1997. The main emphasis was to harness the local natural
environment as much as possible. The focal point of the project was presented by a new, large-sized
map as a water-colour painting (a printed version), a bird-eye view of the Hdstholinen Island
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environment. The information signs system was completely renewed. A large sea-water aquarium
containing local species of seafish was placed in the lobby of the power plant building. Finally, a
nature path of about 800 metres in length was established, passing by the island's mascot, wild boar
Siiri. The info-building's traditional presentation material was almost totally replaced in practice.

Ms rkka Laukka, Information Officer at IVO's Corporate Services, was responsible for the project
with an expert support group from the power plant.

In addition, the latest nuclear brochures and interact pages are displayed.
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